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Abstract: Many types of multimedia can be used to conduct pervasive communication, like advertisements, posters, videos, images, audios etc. Messages may be embedded into such multimedia by data hiding techniques, resulting in the so-called Message-rich multimedia. In this study a new technique is proposed for creating a new type of Message-rich multimedia, called Message-rich video, via which people can exchange information without transmitting directly digital files such as videos and images. With its task related to that of a QR code, such a type of image is produced by encoding the message into a binary bit stream, representing the bits by binary code patterns of 2 × 2 blocks, and injecting the patterns into the target frame by a novel image-block luminance modulation scheme. Message can be embedded in frame of video and extracted by display-and-imaging fashion techniques. For message embedding, the use of diagonal circular signals in the frequency domain is proposed, by which a 2-bit signal can be embedded in each video frame. For message extraction, a signal detection method based on the technique of moment-preserving thresholding using certain specially-designed masks is proposed. A message synchronization mechanism is also proposed to guarantee correct message extraction is also proposed. The feasibility of the proposed method is demonstrated by theoretical analyses and good experimental results.
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I.INTRODUCTION
MESSAGE-RICH-ART is art that communicates its uniqueness to context-aware devices, where art includes all forms of inventive communication. Various types of identities presented in the human environment can be used as message-rich-art carriers, such as digital media, pictorial objects, and artwork. In recording human visual perception consequences, the image/video identity has more imaginative effects than other types of identities. In this paper, we define message-rich-art video as the type of message-rich art with its identity being an video which can be not only any digital file, but also any real object, such as posters, illustrations, pictorial objects, and labels. Message-rich-art video can help people to perform ubiquitous computing; they can substitute information via such videos existing in the environment everywhere and anytime. Two frequent techniques for Message-rich-art communication are the use of data hiding and barcodes technique. Barcodes, which are usually close to objects for different identification purposes, face recognition and verification, spoofing, fingerprint verification, represent machine-readable data by patterns of lines, rectangles, dots. For example, Fig. 1 shows some commonly used barcodes, 2-D barcode, QR code and data matrix code. The information encoded into such barcodes can be extracted using barcode-reading techniques. Proposed an image-processing framework for 2-D barcode reading, which includes four main phases: 1) region-of-interest detection; 2) code localization; 3) code segmentation; and 4) decoding; proposed a real-time barcode localization method as a two-stage process, which segments first the barcode shape in a low-resolution image by region-based analysis, and then extracts the barcode meaning from the image of the original resolution proposed another accurate barcode localization method using some prior knowledge of the barcode shape to detect corners initially, followed by more accurate corner localization. Proposed an adaptive thresholding technique for binarizing barcode images by constructing a dynamic search window centered at the edge pixel nearest to each pixel to be binarized.
In addition to the use of barcodes, data hiding is an alternative signal-rich-art communication technique that embeds data into cover media for applications like covert communication, copyright protection, authentication, and so on. With the advance of computer technology, many data hiding methods have been applied on digital cover media, such as images, videos, audios, text documents. However, these data-hiding methods transfer data via digital files only. Furthermore, they are mostly insufficient to enable the Message-rich-art effect when one wants to interact with the surrounding environment. Such methods may be called digital data hiding. Another type of data hiding, which may be called hardcopy data hiding, can embed information into the so-called image barcodes by using halftone techniques. These barcodes have the visual appearances of other images and the encoded information can be decoded from their hardcopy versions acquired by scanners. That is, the encoded information can survive print-and-scan attacks.

Also, the data embedded by Lee and Tsai’s method can be extracted from a camera-captured version of the created signal-rich-art character image, whereas those embedded by the use of the aforementioned hardcopy data-hiding methods using image barcodes cannot. The function may be implemented on a mobile device. Each signal-rich-art character image generated by Lee and Tsai contains many small character fragments with undesired visual effects. Also, it requires an optical character recognition scheme to extract the embedded message, which is usually time consuming. Also, the size of each block cannot be too small to keep the resolution in the captured image sufficiently good for correct extraction of the character shapes in the image. To solve these problems, another new type of signal-rich-art image, called signal-rich-art code image, is proposed in this paper. Specifically, instead of transforming the given message to be embedded into a character message image, the message is converted, in the sense of data coding, into a bit stream of codes first, which is then represented by binary pattern blocks, each being composed of 2 \times 2 unit blocks. A block luminance modulation method is then applied to each pattern block to yield a signal-rich-art code image with the visual appearance of a preselected target image. The additional merits of the proposed method: 1) the yielded signal-rich-art code image has a much better visual appearance of the target image; 2) the accuracy rate of message extraction from the generated code image is higher; and 3) the message extraction speed is higher; 4) In the propose method to detect noise, blur and luminance from the frames of videos.

II. IDEA OF PROPOSED METHOD

Proposed a framework for data hiding in videos printed with clustered dot halftones via a pattern orientation modulation technique. However, if one uses a mobile device to capture the frame of a hardcopy of the aforementioned image barcodes, the information might not be decoded successfully, because the captured image will suffer from more types of distortions than those acquired by scanning, such as perspective deformation, noise addition, blurring, uneven lighting, and so on. Proposed a new type of message-rich-art video, which is called signal-rich-art character image here. Specifically, a signal-rich-art character image is created from a target image used as a carrier of a given message by fragmenting the shapes of the composing characters of the message and injecting the resulting character fragments randomly into the target image by a block luminance modulation scheme. Each signal-rich-art character image so created has the visual appearance of the corresponding preselected target image while conventional barcodes do not.

The main goal is to propose appropriate data hiding techniques to create various type of message-rich multimedia for pervasive communication. Fulfillment of this goal will be expected to enhance the state-of-art studies on data hiding techniques, yielding new visions of pervasive communication and further steps of extending its applications. We design a linear data structure for storing message signals and segmenting the sequence of message signals correctly. The structure stores detected patterns and their lengths of continuous segments as signal lines. Several problems encountered in the creation of message-rich videos, including message embedding and extraction, have been solved so that such videos can be applied more easily. For message embedding, the use of diagonal circular signals has been proposed, by

Figure 1. Examples of commonly used barcodes
(a) QR code. (b) Data matrix code.
which the system can embed a 2-bit signal in each video frame. A synchronization mechanism by the uses of special signals and certain properties of the video frame rate has been proposed, by which the system can synchronize the message extraction work with the embedded message signals without transmitting any information. For message extraction, a signal detection method by moment-preserving thresholding based on the use of certain specially-designed masks has been proposed, by which the system can detect signals adaptively with a high recognition rate.

2.1 Message-rich-art code video generation

The operations of the proposed system include mainly a message-embedding process and a message-extraction process. The message-embedding process can take as input most types of videos which have different resolutions, frame rates, formats, etc. It can generate message-rich videos which can survive the display-and-imaging operation. At the beginning, the system gets the message for embedding as input and retrieves the frame rate of the source video. To achieve signal synchronization in message embedding and extraction, specially-designed signals are added to the original message as initial and ending signals, and the resulting message is transformed into a bit stream of ASCII codes according to the video frame rate. Image is produced by encoding the message into a binary bit stream, representing the bits by binary code patterns of $2 \times 2$ blocks, and injecting the patterns into the target image by a novel image-block luminance modulation scheme.

![Figure 2. Message Rich Art Code Image Generation](image)

Instead of transforming the given message to be embedded into a character message image, the message is converted, in the sense of data coding, into a bit stream of codes first, which is then represented by binary pattern blocks, each being composed of $2 \times 2$ unit blocks. A block luminance modulation scheme is then applied to each pattern block to yield a signal-rich-art code image with the visual appearance of a preselected target image. Performing bit expansion scheme on every three message bits to yield eight binary code patterns represented by pattern blocks. A block luminance modulation technique is proposed for use here, which modulates the mean of each pattern block to be the same as that of the corresponding target block. The resulting modulated pattern image so has roughly the visual appearance of the Y-component of the target image. First, the Y-component of the target image is divided into blocks, denoted by, all with the same size as that of the pattern blocks in the pattern image.

2.2 Message Extraction

Messages may be embedded into such multimedia by data hiding techniques, resulting in the so-called message-rich multimedia. The hidden message may be extracted. A new technique is proposed for creating a new type of message-rich multimedia, called Message rich video, via which people can exchange information without
transmitting directly digital files such as videos and images. Message can be embedded in such videos and extracted the message can be extracted by a display-and-imaging fashion, i.e., the video with the hidden message is displayed on a screen and a sequence of images of it is acquired with a smart phone, from which the hidden message is extracted finally. In this way, people can exchange messages robustly and possibly secretly without file transmission. Applications of such a new technique include: message transmission, covert communication, information hiding, QR code-like usages, and so on. In Graphics Processing, the spatial transformation consists of a polygon mesh. The transformation is executed by texture mapping from the rectilinear of the input image to the transformed shape of the destination image. Each polygon on the input image is thus applied to an polygon in the output image. Graphics Processing based Image Geometry Correction, may be performed with inexpensive PC-based graphics controllers. Graphics Processing based image geometry correction is very effective. To identify the unit blocks in pattern image. In order to apply linearization and pattern recognition to them, an idea similar to the Hough transform is adopted, which uses the statistics of the pixels’ gradient values to guess the number of unit blocks in the horizontal or vertical direction in Pattern image, because those pixels on the splitting lines between the unit blocks usually have larger gradient values. To identify the unit blocks in pattern image. In order to apply linearization and pattern recognition to them, an idea similar to the Hough transform is adopted, which uses the statistics of the pixels gradient values to guess the number of unit blocks in the horizontal or vertical direction in Pattern image, because those pixels on the splitting lines between the unit blocks usually have larger gradient values.

III. CONCLUSION
We have proposed the use of message-rich video for pervasive communication. Through the designs of hardware and appropriate algorithms, several problems encountered in the creation of message-rich videos, including message embedding and extraction have been solved, so that such videos can be applied more easily. For message embedding, the use of diagonal circular signals has been proposed, by which the system can embed a 2-bit signal in each video frame. A synchronization mechanism by the uses of special signals and certain properties of the video frame rate has been proposed, by which the system can synchronize the message extraction work with the embedded message signals without transmitting any information. For message extraction, a signal detection method by moment-preserving thresholding based on the use of certain specially-designed masks has been proposed, by which the system can detect signals adaptively with a high recognition rate. Furthermore, schemes for speeding up the message extraction process by frame resizing and down-sampling have also been used. In the future, more studies may be directed to improving the proposed method to increase the amount of data which can be embedded in a message-rich video and finding more robust signals for message embedding in videos with less distortion.

IV. FUTURE WORK
To overcome the interference during message extraction is still an open research area because many types of noise exist in our environment. One possible way may be directed to applying error-correction techniques to the result of code-pattern classification to increase the resulting message extraction rate, such as using Reed–Solomon codes.
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